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119 notes in the CMS 
internal notes system!

Meenakshi’s CMS legacy is HUGE! 
Impossible to do justice to it in a 
single talk

Many thanks to Patrizia Azzi, Kevin Black, Daniel Bloch, Xavier Coubez, Robin Erbacher, 
Julie Hogan, Boaz Klima, Kenneth Lane, Alex Schmidt, Pedro Silva and Ulrich Heintz for 
providing me comments, anecdotes, pictures, slides… 2



From the Tevatron to the LHC…

”We have discovered the top quark in pairs. 
Now we can see it produced singly in a rare 
mode by the weak force, which means we 
can understand its properties better.”

“Today's discovery is tomorrow’s background”
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Interview by NEIL DEGRASSE TYSON on PBS NOVA SCIENCENOW 
(2007)
“We may find things which nobody has ever thought of, or told us 
before.
We basically do not understand why some particles got mass and others 
didn't. What happened? What gave mass?
The best case, in my mind: we do not find the Higgs particle, and we 
find a whole new set of new particles.”

From the Tevatron to the LHC…
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Searches for new particles…

Les Houches 2007:

2-week long workshop brought 
together theorists and 
experimentalists working on the 
physics of upcoming TeV colliders

Throughout her career, Meenakshi was 
always able to very successfully engage 
with theorists and was always keen on 
exploring new models/theories
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Searches for new particles…
• Sensitivity study done using CMS 

fast simulation samples

• Critical issue: how to deal with the 
ttbar background

• Followed up soon after with a full 
simulation study incorporating

• latest and greatest object 
identification strategies and 
corrections 

• development of background 
estimation methods for difficult 
instrumental backgrounds

EXO-08-008 6

https://cms-physics.web.cern.ch/cms-physics/public/EXO-08-008-pas.pdf


Meenakshi and her beloved* b-tagging

Jets from b quark decay and fragmentation occur in many physics 
process: top t->bW, Higgs H->bb, … and many new physics scenarios

methods to identify b jets were developed at LEP and Tevatron, relying 
on track impact parameters  and secondary vertex from b decay;  multi 
variate methods (MVA) combining information were emerging

But techniques had also to be developed to measure the b-tag (and c-
tag and light-tag) efficiencies from the real data, in order to minimize 
the use of Monte Carlo simulation. 

Meenakshi made a huge difference to this effort!

* Quoted by Meenakshi at a b-tag workshop

”Meenakshi worked her magic here 
and very soon there was a 
framework in place to measure 
data/MC scale factors!”

“Meenakshi was an esteemed 
contributor, a leader and an 
inspiration in this area” 
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Meenakshi had extensive experience on b quark jet identification from D0. Already in 2007, she 
played a critical role in how to use b-tagging and how to measure its tag and mistag efficiencies 
from data in the harsh collider environment expected at the LHC

Unfamiliar newcomers 
learned about esoteric 
concepts such as taggability
and tagging rate functions…

Meenakshi’s ability to organize groups of 
people and make them deliver on important 
projects was unique!
She always led by example! Slide from Meenakshi’s talk
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Meenakshi’s talk at b tag Workshop, CERN, Oct. 2008

One of Meenakshi’s greatest strengths was to rapidly adapt to new and unforeseen situations, 
as here in Oct. 2008 after the LHC incident, where she paved the way for b-tagging to be fully in 
place at the LHC restart: 

She was also starting to consider tagging 
high energetic (boosted) jets with 2 b quarks                                                                                



Top mass at the LHC!

● Measured using only 36 pb-1 of data and competitive with
other measurements at that time

● “It’s the first not made at the Tevatron! Different energy, 
mostly uncorrelated with Tevatron. It validates detector
performance. We should take advantage of the
opportunity to claim the first outside Tevatron!” (cit. Ulrich 
and Meenakshi)

● Several students advised by Meenakshi & Ulrich continued
to improve further the precision in the dilepton channel
throughout Run 1 using the AMWT technique : <2 yr after
the first result the precision decreased by a factor of 4!!!

“Meenakshi’s enthusiasm, energy and commitment were
crucial for starting a successful CMS top mass program!”

The Ulrich + Meenakshi team and the first top mass measurement with LHC data
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• Meenakshi’s crucial contributions to b-tagging 
continued throughout Run 1 and Run 2.  

• She was appointed BTag and Vertexing (BTV) co-
convener in 2011-2012 and led by example, an 
enthusiastic and creative group of about 30-40 people

• As convencer, she constantly stimulated open 
discussion of the main challenges and prompted for 
new avenues to improve precision and reliability of
methods- e.g. “we have now enough top data to 
measure as function of the discriminator,  pT , η”

• Simultaneouly set smart goals for the group: 
results were crucial for top, H→bb, searches

tt-based methods
JINST 8 (2013) P04013

“Meenakshi truly reached out to young people 
- she would ask our opinion and give value to it 
even though she was much more experienced 
than us. And she would reach out to "catch up" 
every single time she came to CERN. She took 
us on board as scientific peers and persons. 
That kind of respect is irreplaceable.”

https://arxiv.org/abs/1211.4462
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Meenakshi really enjoyed the friendly and lively atmosphere of the BTV group in CMS and 
actively (animatedly!) engaged in many meetings and workshops over the years (through Run 
1, Run 2, the pixel Phase 1 upgrade and HL-LHC studies)

b tag Workshop, VUB Brussels, Apr. 2018



Top as a tool for discovery – Run 1
Building on our D0 search: W’ tb

Large gains due to use of boosted decision trees 

Looked at arbitrary combination of left and right-
handed couplings

A first for the LHC!

Phys. Lett. B 718 (2013) 1229 13



Top as a tool for discovery – Run 1

● The B2G (Beyond 2 Generations) physics analysis group was created in 2012 and Meenakshi 
jumped right in with several analyses

Phys. Rev. Lett. 112 (2014) 171801

Search for T(5/3) production:

A first for the LHC!

Same-sign dilepton final state

Data-driven background estimation methods 
for estimating backgrounds

Use of jet substructure techniques for boosted 
tops/W
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● Inclusive search for a vector-like top quark  T w/ charge 2/3
● First search to consider all three decays: bW, tZ, and tH
● The first VLQ “triangle” plots!

Top as a tool for discovery – Run 1

nominal branching fractions: 
into bW, tH, tZ of 50%, 25%, 25%

Phys. Lett. B 729 (2014) 149
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Hunting for the Higgs – Run 1

● Search for SM Higgs boson in the 
W(τν)H(bb) final state 
○ Took advantage of Meenakshi’s 

extensive b-tagging experience. 
BDTs

● Combination with other VH channels 
 first indication of H->bb (2.1 σ)

Phys. Rev. D 89, 012003 (2014)
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Meenakshi played an important role in preparations of search analyses for Run 2

Top as a tool for discovery – Run 2

Meenakshi’s talk on “VLQ Analysis for 2015
with a Focus on “Discovery”
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Meenakshi & B2G in pictures

Dancing to Diwali music

Cheering 
Germany 
during 
soccer

B2G dinners!
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The first B2G Run 2 analyses (Dec 2015)
Within a few months of Run 2 data-taking at 13 TeV, the first search results shown at the 
end-of-year CERN jamboree 

Many follow-on searches that took advantage of Meenakshi’s expertise in several areas:
top, b-tagging, MVA methods, strong connections with theory community…. 19



And many more…

Z’

VLQ VLQ

H+ tb

VH(cc)VZ(cc)

arXiv:2205.05550
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.05550


Evidence for four top quark production

● Taking advantage of improved methods of 
b-tagging, top identification, BDTs, full 
Run 2 luminosity, upgraded detectors…

TOP-21-005

Fast-forward to 2022
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The top legacy…

What about ttt production ?

Meenakshi’s student currently 
working on this analysis, in review

t

tt

tttt
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Enabling Physics - LPC
● Meenakshi served as the LHC Physics Center (LPC) co-coordinator for two terms (2013-2017)

○ Included the critical period before and at the start of Run 2

Meenakshi was the driving force 
behind changing the CMSDAS exercises 
from the good-old Run1 software to 
the emerging (and in many cases not 
yet fully debugged) Run2 software 
back at CMSDAS2015 (“Preparations 
for Run2”). 

“It was a heroic effort, which would 
not have been done if not for 
Meenakshi’s persistence and 
dedication”

23



Meenakshi’s plots (2014) were 
key in demonstrating US 
leadership in physics 
(very useful for reviews!)

LPC at Ten Celebration!

LPC Distinguished Researchers + LPC MB 24



Enabling Physics - ARCs
● Meenakshi served on innumerable Analysis Review Committees (ARC) and chaired 17 of 

them!
● The chair bears the brunt of the work while shepherding analyses through the exhaustive  

CMS review/publication process
● Meenakshi had an excellent eye for catching problems and very few would go un-noticed!
● At the same time, while being thorough, she was pragmatic and efficient

“Learned a lot from her - always be
rigorous when claiming something”
Putting forward a result with a claim
we can measure something to x% is
different from validating a method” 

25

https://cms.cern/content/publishing-analysis


UPgrade Studies Group (UPSG)

Under Meenakshi’s leadership, 
there were 4 TDRs and 41 
analyses documented in the 
CERN “Yellow Reports”

“It was good to have someone that was 
really a co-convener, a collaborator that 
knew how to work in a team, together. I 
am extremely proud of what we 
accomplished. It would not have been 
possible without her energy of course. “
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Meenakshi Narain: 

A brilliant scientist, a beloved mentor and 
an inspiring leader who made the world a 
better, more equitable and inclusive place. 

Her legacy will live on via the generations 
of physicists she inspired over the years.
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A few personal comments…
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